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good graphics.Q: What are the various standard methods for fixing "Git workspace is out of date"? I'm
working on a Java project, using Eclipse with a Git repository. The project has a lot of files and a lot of

history, and is very long lived (I won't mention code names or such). In the end, the project, which
started out a few years ago, is absolutely complete and valid, and almost every commit results in a fix
or improvement. The problem is that Eclipse continues to use Git to provide a history of the code. In
some situations, this is quite helpful, but for the purpose of keeping the history clean and tidy, I don't

want to use the history and I want to use the Git output to represent a clean state of the project.
When I do Git status, it seems the Git status output is completely out of date. If I commit using Git,
then commit again, it looks like I've taken a copy of the output, so the next time I run Git status, I'm
back at where I started! I can't commit cleanly, because it will drop all my work (though it would be

trivial to push it back again afterwards). How do I fix this? A: Don't use Git as an incremental "backup"
system, but as a working copy tool. git ls-files ">"./my/file && git rm ">./my/file" A: No one mentioned

rebase, so I will: git rebase -i HEAD~3
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